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THE FIRST YAKUT LAW OF LAND RELATIONS
Andrian BORISOV
To understand how the first law applies to land, it is important to understand land
relations. There are basically three main issues: who uses the land, who manages it and
who owns it.
In middle of the last century D.M.Pavlinov ascertained, that“... Yakuts do not
acknowledge the right to own land, and therefore the right to prohibit trespassers”
(Pavlinov 1929: 8). In other words, Yakuts have no concept of private property. He also
wrote that until 1765, that is to say until the land reforms installed by the First Yassak
Commission led by Miron Cherkasheninov, Yakuts could sell and buy land sites.
However, after this date land transactions were permitted, but only between Naslegs－
Yakut communities. Since then, private property has been transformed to a communal,
patrimonial form of ownership where cultivatable land, fishing areas and forests are now
owned by the Naslegs. N.A.Vitashevsky wrote:“The only form of land possession that
Yakut common law specifies is when it is passed down by inheritance and even this is not
so specific and does not necessarily continue indefinitely following each generation”
(Vitashevsky 1929: 92).
D.A.Kochnev concluded that“the Yakut have no concept of sales or purchase of
land”and that this“land can not be considered private property”. This is not in agreement
with V.L.Seroshevsky statement, that it was only after M.Cherkasheninov’s Commission,
that Yakuts were allowed to mark out their land (Kochnev 1899: 94-95).
As far as N.A.Vitashevsky was concerned, the right that each member of the
patrimonial group had to own a piece of the land is“a recent addition to the Yakut legal
system”(Vitashevsky 1929: 124). Thus, both this researcher and some of his colleagues
and contemporaries, were convinced that the land reforms carried out during the two
Yassak Commissions, actually established communal orders in the Yakut’s social and
economic systems. The majority of prerevolutionary researchers talk about land tenure,
but not about Yakut private property at the end of eighteenth century. Several discussions
have taken place over time, as evidenced in Yakutian historical records, concerning the
characteristics of property in their society. G.P.Basharin and V.N.Ivanov found some
documents confirming that several families owned individual plots of arable land, which
supports the thesis that private land property did exist among Yakuts even in earliest times
(Basharin 1956; Ivanov 1966). S.A.Tokarev, on the other hand only wrote about the
transition from patrimonial property to private in the seventeenth century (Tokarev 1940),
while I.S.Gurvich and G.U.Ergis insisted on a mainly communal pattern of ownership in
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the Yakut economic system in the seventeenth to eighteenth centuries (Gurvich 1955; Ergis
1958). In fact, V.F.Ivanov agreed with them. He wrote about the preservation of
significant lands in communal possession in the eighteenth century (Ivanov 1992).
There have been a total of at least 50 documented cases confirming inherited land
possession in the seventeenth century (Ivanov 1966: 238) and more than ten instances of
land alienation, according to records made from the seventeenth century to the 1960s (Ibid,
Basharin 1956: 33-37, Ivanov 1992: 54-64). Therefore there is no doubt that the Yakuts
were able to own private land.
It was only after the decree of the First Yassak Commission on November, 23, 1766
(Basharin 1956: 75) that it really became forbidden to sell land. Thus the legal basis of
private property－the right of free land alienation－was liquidated. Nevertheless, most
researchers have found evidence of how land ownership ended up in the hands of the more
affluent classes of Yakut society, showing how some laws of succession on certain land
categories were still maintained.
How did the first Yakut law effect land property? First of all it is important to define
the utility of owning land for the Yakuts. They are cattle breeding people, so it was
important to allow them to manage their haymaking and pastures.
In one document dating back to the middle of the seventeenth century, it describes an
action between Botogirko Njaraev from a suburb of Yakutsk and Togloy Totomin from
Meginsky volost (the administrative region of Yakutia). The former submitted a petition,
accusing the latter of causing damage to 10 carts of hay in February, 1652. The claimant
estimates the damage is worth the equivalent of a two-year-old calf 1. S.A.Tokarev,
I.S.Gurvich, V.N.Ivanov, V.F.Ivanov dealt on several occasions with a lot of land claims
from Meginsky volost on behalf of Chermoks’ successors- his sons Noko (Mokoda) and
Korugey, and his grandson Tjusjulka (Tokarev 1945: 188, Gurvich 1955: 11-12, Ivanov
1966: 209-216, Ivanov 1992: 54). From 1654 to 1697 they asserted their family’s right to
the same haying meadows five times. And on four occasions fellow countrymen attempted
to make a claim on their property. Twice, first in 1671 and then in 1697 it was necessary
to resort to a general search among the Yakuts of Meginsky volost. All five times
Chermokovs rights were confirmed. It is interesting to note, that the disputed piece of land
at“Tegurgestyach”was first passed from Chermok to his son Noko, and then to his
nephew Tjusjulk Archigin (Archiga is a son of Chermoks too).
V.N.Ivanov describes some legal claims made by Yakuts in the seventeenth century,
were a hay thief was accused of violence, damage to hay and meadow robbery (Ivanov
1966: 216-221). At that time, meadows and some pastures were owned by separate
families. Each clan and Ulus (the Yakut name for a Volost) had their own particular areas
of interests; however these were not recorded historically or clearly defined publicly
because of the remoteness of these regions. The so-called right to“capture”land existed in
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the Yakut first law. An example of how this right was successfully used is that of the
Olekma River which, from the mid seventeen hundreds began to be intensely populated by
natives from central Yakut Volosts (Ivanov 1966: 229-236). The active right to these lands
was in the hands of separate owners. They at their own discretion were able to delineate,
lease, and exchange their land etc. Such cases are described by S.A.Tokarev and
V.N.Ivanov in their appropriate works. Land was exploited by their owners and their
relatives and even by people not related to them but who rented the land or who were
allowed to use it for free. Nika Mymakov, the Knyazets (the Yakut clan-chief) from
Namsky volost sent his runners to his haying place called“Kulun tutar”to reside there
during the“making hay for cattle forages”2.
The claims sent by Ejuk Nikin the Knyazets from Changalasky volost in 1644 and
1646, by Bogdan Sezin from Dupsinsky volost in 1676, and by Selbuk Kamosov from
Baturusky volost in 1699 etc. testify to the private rights to hay-making (Ibid: 208, 218,
220). Claimants petitioned the Voevoda (Voevoda is the head officer of Yakutsk)
administration to forbid strangers from settling on their land because they had caused
damage to their meadows. Though Yakuts did have a concept of private property, this
right was not protected by the first law because of their nomadic lifestyle. N.N.Haruzin
correctly noted that“the abundance of the land, the extensiveness of the meadows, and the
semi-nomadic lifestyle led by Yakuts explains the wide application of the capture rights and
free land use”(Haruzin 1898: 59-60). For example, in the seventeenth century, Yassak3
collectors complained about the difficulties they had in collecting tribute from the Yakuts
whose“movements can never be pinned down”(Kolonialnaya politica 1936: 36). That
probably explains why in the first quarter of the nineteenth century Yakuts considered that
it was only by word of mouth that“borders were established between the Uluses and
Naslegs and not by any formal acts or special marks”(Karlov 1997: 366). That is why they
requested that it be the“main heads”, that is to say the regional board, who lead the
discussions on local self-management. It seems that because of a low population density
between the Lena and Aldan rivers, there was a lot of free land, therefore the capture rights
for both land and pastures continued to be seen as a just concept for a long time in the
Yakult’s sense of right and wrong.
Hay-makings provided the Yakut with a living during most of the calendar year both
in terms of a wage and as a forage reserve for their cattle. Thus Yakuts had evolved a
system of private-ownership since ancient times and in the seventeenth century these were
admitted as natural rights. Once again, there is plenty of evidence documenting the desire
for indemnification: when one person damaged another’s hay, they claimed some form of
compensation such as providing, in return, some of their cattle or its products of equivalent
worth. (Ivanov 1966: 219-220). Such trade in hay illustrates how such rights became
socially recognized and how these concepts of private property were deeply rooted in Yakut
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consciousness in the seventeenth to eighteenth century. An interesting form of Yakut land
ownership existing at that time is described by N.A.Vitashevsky concerning the Ugaajy or
Kharyy (as referred to in Meginsky Ulus)－where paupers lived in lot sites belonging to and
under the protection of the rich. Protection consisted in the patron paying Yassak for his
clients who acted in this case as fictitious land owners.“Hereditary sites and Ugaajy echoe
the ancient views of Yakuts－views which so far have not yet died out, but which are
gradually being replaced by new beginnings”(Vitashevsky 1929: 124) In this case, the real
owner was the clan chief, and the pauper who depended on him, usually a poor relative
who borrowed the land.
What were the consequences following the agrarian reforms of 1760? G.P.Basharin
(Basharin 1956: 75-106) provides one of the best investigations of such reforms and his
conclusions are very pertinent to our theme. First, the development of the former Yakut
Volosts territories was limited by the total Yassak, taxation imposed on the basic fiscal unit
(Nasleg). Secondly, the principle“the land－by Yassak” when land rights were
proportional to the Yassak (amount of sable and fox taxed) became an increasing cause of
dispute among various land owners, especially in the last quarter of the eighteenth century.
Thirdly,“the agrarian reforms and land redistributions carried out in each Volost (Nasleg)
between 1760 and 1770, catalyzed a communal form of management”. Fourthly, the
agrarian legislation of the Russian state started to take form in the Yakut reality. Fifthly,
this resulted in a written right for Yakuts known as“Extracts concerning Yassachnykh
(people who paid Yassak)”, which laid the basis for the Yakut first law in the nineteenth
century. Apparently, as well as Yakuts’ ancient land rights there was also a whole system
of hand-written rights made out by the Russian authorities designed to fit with a fiscal
policy allowing economic relations with the Yakuts such as the gathering of Yassak and
taxes. This was not only to take the well-being and solvency of various categories of the
population into account, but also the size of land tenure and land property. The role of the
traditional“capable”land right rose under state control.
From then on, the position became gradually more radical. The Russian Tsar or the
State became the official supreme land owner. Sale and purchase was prohibited for private
individuals. Following that, special directives controlling the sale of hay were issued
Documents dated 1819 testify to this4. From then on, only the community was entitled to
control land disposition. These artificial community units of the Yakutia created for fiscal
administration were called Naslegs. It was through them that the territories which gathered
the Yassak and others taxes were fixed. Though separate owners could lease these sites or
demand their exchange, all these administrative functions became the responsibility of the
Naslegs. The Naslegs’ prime concern was the preservation of that land area which it has
received after the 1760-70 reforms.
The terms controlling haymaking did not undergo significant change at that time, but
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when the interest of the population was no longer focused on land, new conditions were set
up for its exploitation. Ancient rights of land owners were re-evaluated by the state which
then appropriated the land through their right of Supreme possession and gave control to
Nasleg authority－Starosta (former Knyasets of Volost) who then decided to take
advantage of this new situation. Operating on behalf of imperial authorities, Nasleg-Uluses
bureaucracy, encroached on the ancient rights of separate families and disposed of their
land. So, for example, in March, 1798 Prokopy Ohlopkov from Borogonsky Ulus has
submitted an application to the Yakut district court in which he asked protection from
Uluses Knyuzetst Stepan Migalkins’ aggressive behavior. He wrote that in 1794,
S.Migalkin ordered him to leave his own land where his ancestors had lived, even though
he had paid Yassak from that land. When P.Ohlopkov refused to leave, S.Migalkin took
away his land and gave part of it to some one else5. However, Knyazets could not drive
P.Ohlopkov from his hereditary patrimonial land because private land law was respected
by the population and it still remained a strong concept in their memories. Following the
First Yassak Commission, land continued to be inherited and transferred down the families
and remained the basis of the Yakut land tenure, but over time, participation in duties
such as Yassak payment, became the new basis for inheriting the use of land (Levental
1929: 365). Officially from that time, land management depended on Yassak solvency
rather than a uniform policy. Therefore, everything depended on the land prosperity of the
Nasleg. On the whole, this meant that the poor possessed slightly less than before. One
sable entitled them to the land necessary for producing 6, 9 and 12 Ostozies6, one fox was
necessary to use land producing from 2 to 4 Ostozies. There were Naslegs which required
either 2 Ostozies, where hay was abundant and 1 where it was not. The whole sable salary
was shared by three people. Thus, one person required 4, 3, 2 Ostozies (Pekarsky 1925:
688). D.M.Pavlinov－a younger contemporary of agrarian reforms－noted how land
property depended on a material prosperity (number of cattle) and on Yassak payment.
For example, in Meginsky Ulus in 1827 the person who could bring one sable within a
year, is entitled to a land area which can make 12 haystacks. Bringing one fox would entitle
them to an area producing 3 Ostozies (Pavlinov 1929: 9). Though it is historically
recognized that private interest (i.e. interest of family) is in contradiction with patrimonial
(or communal) interest, D.M.Pavlinov describes how both these elements are connected in
the Yakuts because of tax interests (Ibid: 7-8). In general, this exclusive feature of Yakut
social and legal relations always provided an opportunity for discussions concerning social
order.
In the eighteenth to nineteenth century, the Ostozie (Kurue in Yakut) was a unit of
land measurement, that was equivalent to 15, 16, 20 and 30 carts of hay on 15-18 poods7
(Vitashevsky 1929: 97). These carts represented were units of measurement representing
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a“known unit of nutritious substance”. For the land shared on Elbuge, that meant:“1) An
allotment, 2) a plot of arable land there where the harvest was estimated in carts and 3) the
tax, of the land”. The land registration, which represented the procedure of land
redistribution are described in detail by N.A.Vitashevsky (Ibid: 97-105). Naturally this
could not be delineated, though the Yakut traditional sense of justice was never able to
reconcile to this. From then on, there were non-stop land disputes, right down to autocratic
hijacking of hay production. This covers the documentary material.8
Already in the first quarter of the nineteenth century, the class system existing
throughout the separate Naslegs of the Yakut district began to resist the sable-fox system
of land tenure. In documents recording the Yakut first law“Explanations of Yakuts...
about laws and their customs”and“About laws and customs from Yakut antiquity”the
division into 4 or 5 classes is described,“rich men having 100 cows are ranked in 1st class;
medium rich in 2nd; low prosperity (or“sufficient”, as they say in the first document－A.B.)
in 3rd; those able to subsist without falling into poverty in 4th (this class is not directly
mentioned in“Explanations...”); and paupers, (corresponding to 4th class in the first
source) in 5th (Karlov 1997: 351; Fedorov 1994: 166). The first class had the right to 4
Ostozies, the second to 3 Ostozies, the third to 2 Ostozies, the fourth to 1 Ostozie, and
finally the fifth class loses any entitlement to making hay. The size of Ostozies depends on
how much hay is loaded into each stack from 8 to 13-Sazhens9 (Karlov 1997: 351). The
development of the land class system required a final nationalization of Yakut basic
agriculture. Norms of a first law from this time could function only inside a new system of
land relations arranged under common-Nasleg orders.
In a fragment of one of the Yakut’s first law records quoted above it further stipulates
that though the distribution of rights for hay making depend on the above-stated principles
“it is also taken into consideration that owners do not move from their ancestors land to
another location, that such rights are passed on from father to son, and if the land size has
decreased, has become water logged, or has become unusable, another piece of land be
given in replacement, on a public censure”(Ibid). This was the concession to norms of the
Yakut’s first law.
In 1852 Evtropij Platonov from Hadarsky Nasleg (Baturusky Ulus) complained in a
Yakut Zemsky Court that his haying place and pasture was seized by Fadey Zabolotsky.
In 1857 F.Zabolotsky then made a counter complaint. According to the results of the
inquiry conducted by assessor Mohnachevsky“there were more places under the name
Bere Arga Basa Kurtahtym belonging to Platonov than to his opponent Zabolotsky,
therefore these places were transferred to Platonov”. The documents clearly stated that
“after the death of the applicant Platonovs’ father and after their clearing up an
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inconsistency regarding tax payment Hadarsky Nasleg transferred the place under dispute
for Yassak payment to Zabolotsky. He used it for a long time, and when the numbers of
payers were increased on the last census, Antrop Platonov was entered into the salary and
in 1852 he took the place Satagai Tamaga with an increase from the other place. That’s
why Bere Arga Basa naturally belongs to Platonovs and Zabolotsky has no commercial
buildings there except for the uninhabited Yurta cabin left by him. Therefore
Mohnachevsky ordered that another hay-making place be given to Platonov, and that
places in possession of Platonov in 1852 be transferred to Zabolotsky, and each receive
equal salary”.10 Here it is clear, that despite the circumstance, the land-holders lost the
ability to carry out their duties and pay taxes so also lost their right to the land, so“a
natural place”was therefore given to them. As soon as the former land users had their legal
ability restored, i.e. have received an estate, these lands were returned to them, even
though they had been temporarily used by the other. In this example, it is specified that
there was no“household construction”on the disputed territory. There are specific laws for
this. For example, Point, 38“Explanations of Yakuts...”states that“Any construction on
another’s hay-makings is forbidden, except when the owner agrees”(Pekarsky 1925: 698).
The Yurta (the cabin) was abandoned and so was not considered an object of inheritance.
A question concerning“need for meadows”and“the ability to carry out the duties
required by them”was put to N.A.Vitashevsky, (Vitashevsky 1929: 105). Even in the case
when rights have been lost, the opportunity still remained to renew these rights, and this
redistribution of land was based on the size of duties for the community. All this will be
coordinated with Leventals data, which describes how“at the same time, however... the
association between land tenure and reference of duties occasionally encourages transition
of separate shares and their parts, and sometimes whole plots of arable land from one
owner to another. This in turn, may lead to upheavals in the distribution of arable land
among the Yakut communities”(Levental 1929: 365). By the end of the eighteenth century
and during the nineteenth, following the establishment of communal orders and borders
between Naslegs and Uluses, these periodic land re-divisions within the Naslegs became
common practice. This explains why so many diverse non-uniform re-distributions of land
were ratified since 1760t when the lands were legislatively fixed for those who owned them
right until the above mentioned decree. This decree suspended the natural development of
the Yakut landed property by creating periodic concentrations and subdivisions of
property among families of separate clans. In fact it legalized an eternal inequality between
various divisions of the Yakut population both at the level of clan associations, and that of
Naslegs and Uluses. Some populous Naslegs had their rights to land reduced because their
sable salaries were too low for their share of land. And the opposite also applied where some
Naslegs secured the best lands by managing to maintain high sable salaries. For example,
in 1772, a common Yassak salary of 7 and 2/3 sables and 94 foxes were imposed on the 112
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Yassak payers of Ospehsky Nasleg (Borogonsky Ulus). In 1770, a salary of 17 and 1/3
sables and 62 and 1/2 foxes was imposed on 206 people in Bologursky Nasleg (Baturussky
Ulus). In 1776 a salary of 19 and 1/2 sables and 61 foxes were imposed on 200 Yassak
payers in Moirudsky Nasleg (Meginsky Ulus). The unfairness further increased in the first
quarter of the nineteenth century when the principle:“The land－by Yassak”was badly
used, when a prohibition of sale and purchase of land had its effect. Even the establishment
of the land class system in the second quarter of the nineteenth century was not able to right
this inequality. One need only look at land division sheets for those years. If we compare
the position of Naslegs of Baturussky Ulus it is apparent that there was unfairness among
24 Naslegs. 205 Yassak payers, who had right of the land (3rd Hatylinsky), were imposed
60 sable and 103 fox salaries. In Sylansky on the other hand, 144 land users had only 5
sable and 104 fox salaries. In Alagarsky it is even less among 82 people－2 sable and 65 fox
salaries (Basharin 1956: 282). In 29 Naslegs of Kangalassky Ulus there was also unjust
land distribution. So, in Zhersky and Satinsky Naslegs (the most provided Naslegs) 66
landholders had 42 and 1/3 sables and 12 foxes, in the second 651－48 and 1/3 sables and
8 and 1/2 foxes. In Mytahsky Nasleg who had insufficient , 119 Yassak payers had only 3
sable and 55 fox salaries, in Oduninsky 182 people has 12 and 73, in Bagaradsky 207－13
and 84 (Ibid: 284-285).
The first law was re-adjusted for the following conditions: Yakuts could sell the hay on
lease－Uktuu (in Yakut). The Ertuk－where exhausted working cattle were fenced off, was
handed down, but not alienated (Kochnev 1899: 94-94, 112). There were also special laws
controlling how haying places become objects of common Nasleg interests. For example:
“Anyone passing through hay-makings areas must ensure that they close the city gate so
that cattle are not able to burst into any kitchen garden or damage grass and hay, or so that
cattle are not able to escape and get lost. If so, then those responsible, if they identities are
ascertained, will be obliged to pay all damages”(Fedorov 1994: 168). This custom, in
general, is familiar to our modern countryman. A further example states:“In some
Naslegs there is no fence protecting the haying place. Many a poor man has been ruined
when some cattle from one Nasleg has escape into the hay-making area of another, and
trod over their hay without providing any compensation. Therefore it is necessary to
ensure measures are taken to strengthen the fences around the hay-making areas and those
whose cattle cause damage, to pay compensation.”etc. (Pekarsky 1925: 690-691).
The establishment of communities was in the interests of the Russian state in order to
improve the monitoring system, taxation and reference of duties. This found resistance
from the traditional way of life and the first law of Yakuts.
Attempts of the government in this connection, to force Yakuts to integrate their
settlements had no success. For example, in the decree of the Yakut regional board (1816)
it was stated that“springs should be no more than two hundred and 20 sazhens distant
from on one on two or on three”.11 Yakuts specifically answered this in their archives of
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the first law norms:
“Many instructions given by the local government request rapprochement of whole
Nasleg family residences so as to be like Russian villages where there is from 5 to 10 cabins
at each desirable location. For some Naslegs there is already such rapprochement but for
most Yakuts it is inappropriate for their lifestyle and represents a difficult burden. Most
Yakut hay-makers are on a Yassak salary and therefore need to live separately in different
places at a comfortable distance from each other, where after constructing their Yurta and
preparing the hay, spend the winter there. Come spring, he must move to different
pastures for the hay, so as not to have to carry it far. If that year has provided a poor
harvest or if locusts ate the grass at his places he needs to look for other places in other
Naslegs and Uluses. In summer, he, his family and cattle must move to a new place at least
50 to 100 Versts12 from the old location and construct the Yurta there once again. He then
makes hay to spend winter there ... That is why we ask the government ...to allow us
mobility so as to be able to have a comfortable life”(Karlov 1997: 369).
Apart from economic independence, the occupation of a public post (they took the
Ukaas kurue or tosogo kurue－the special allotment), display of the special economic
initiative (for example, clearing and drainage of lands), special historical conditions (the
Eteh－the place where their ancestral Yurta was situated, Ugaaijy or Haryy) began to
provide the right conditions for the rights on the land tenure (Vitashevsky 1929: 106-112).
At that time, the principle:“what requires work and money, such as clearing away
land can be given away”was completely operational.“Hay-making, woods and pastures
were not considered able to be given away since these were the property of the clan”, but
the manor and the Ertuk－the fenced place where working cattle were penned in etc. and
which require labor, were considered hereditary possessions of families (Kochnev :1899:
93-96). According to Verkhoyansk, Elgetsky and Ustyansky Yakuts customs allowed that
if someone improved a place and made it convenient for mowing, then they are entitled to
use it for two years and on the third year, it is given to them and he is then entitled to give
it to someone else if he chooses (Karlov 1997: 338).
The property right on land formed as a result of lake drainage and clearing of woods
has undoubtedly arisen because of Russian influence. Here in many respects, the vigorous
activity of Yakut deputies in the eighteenth century, especially, A.Arzhakov played a
special role also. In the 7th point of the“Plan about Yakuts”he based his campaigning on
“until today, they (Yakuts－A.B.) have never shared private lands amongst themselves”
and“since they often move their dwelling places about, they don’t care about the
preservation of woods, nor widening of pastures nor places of haymaking. Nor do they care
if the space they cleared away for haymaking is used by someone else for cultivation or
sowing, or if others come and repair it”. Therefore the only way to instill a desire in them
to take care of the land is to allow them to posses it (Nikiforov 1908: 2).
Pastures or so-called“cattle ranches”were communal. All researchers studying Yakut
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social order agree on that point.“Documents do not give any evidence of property relations
on pastures. It only allows historians to speak about communal property. However
Sajylyks-Yakut summer residences (in the seventeenth century－A.B.) already existed, and
the large size of the cattle breeding economies present at that time and other factors give
contradictory accounts of pasture possession”(Ivanov 1966: 240). The following norms
concerning rights of pastures (Letnik in Russian) operated:
“a) Yakuts from other Naslegs only have the right to settle on Letniks of others with
the knowledge of local inhabitants; b) Cattle breeding Yakuts have fences called Poskotins
on their Letniks and winter dwellings and that is why other inhabitants have to follow
certain constraints when releasing their cattle. Therefore restricting access to those fences
is not permitted. Those who don’t comply are reprimanded at Nasleg meetings and fences
are open to benefit all inhabitants; ... c) However adjacent or neighboring Uluses and
Naslegs must allow free passage for cattle to access grazing on their pastures, otherwise it
becomes inconvenient and impossible for everyone to move their cattle about”(Fedorov
1994: 168-169).
Points a) and c) refer to relations between different Naslegs. Within Naslegs it appears
that there were certain restrictions also. For example,“cattle ranches”, i.e. pastures, also
served as a subject of periodic land re-divisions in the nineteenth century.13
Yakuts turned pastures into family property. There were sufficient clan chiefs or Head
of Naslegs to give support for this. The Yakut land rights combined private-family and clan
interests in the sense that hay-making remained private property right until the 1760s, and
the clan managed to maintain these properties within the families of these clans. Naslegs
appeared after an agrarian reform proposed a new territorial unit. Then the clan chief,
after entering into this Nasleg, managed to ensure that the lands remained inside this
association and that these land areas remained in the hands of people from this community.
Sable-fox, and then the class system of land distribution formally transformed the Yakut
population into land users, but under a kind of land re-division, protection (Ugaajy) of the
hereditary land rights of separate families was maintained. Ancient“capture”rights began
to give up their place to a statute land attachment for concrete holders. Owing to features
of an ancient nomadic Yakut way of life, pastures entered into collective family possession
within the clan, and later, entered into Nasleg frameworks.
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